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I. Historical Overview 

 Broad Street represents the axis of old and new Philadelphia, both 

geographically and symbolically. The monumental edifice of City Hall, erected in 

1871, bisects this throughfare to the north and south, just as Broad had divided Penn’s 

original plan between east and west. In the post World-War II era, however, the urban 

development along Broad Street has epitomized the fracturing of Philadelphia along 

racial lines. Over the past two decades, the commercial district of Old City straddling 

South Broad has seen vigorous re-investment and revitalization of its historic building 

stock – notably the Shubert Theater and Academy of Music, both under the aegis of the 

University of the Arts. To the north, beyond Vine Street, by contrast, there is a very 

different air of bleakness and discontinuity. Around 1910, the journalist Christopher 

Morley could observe how the feeling of open space, of expanse upward and outward 

changed markedly as one ventured to the north of downtown:1 
 

 Why is it that Broad Street seems to be more at ease, more itself, when it gets 

 away from the tremendous cliffs of vast hotels and office mountains? Our 

 Philadelphia streets do not care to be mere tunnels, like the canyon flumes of 

 Manhattan. 
 

Already in the 1870s the city’s nouveau riche – magnates who had made their fortune 

in industrial manufacturing – had decided their their lifestyle was no longer suited to 

the staid aristocratic townhouses of Rittenhouse Square and Delancey Place. They 

preferred to build exuberant brownstone mansions blending Romanesque, Moorish and 

                                                        
1  Christopher Morley, sited in Kenneth Finkel, Philadelphia Then and Now. 60 

Sites Photographed in the Past and Present (Library Company of Philadelphia, Dover: 

1988), p. 43. 
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Renaissance styles, of which today the Kemble-Bergdoll residence by Willis Hale and 

the Charles T. Ellis House by William Decker are the finest surviving examples. The 

rustic character of upper Broad Street, once dotted with taverns and dairy farms 

interspersed between dirt fields, was quickly transformed into a showcase for the new 

urban elite. Grand mansions stood alongside stables, while the city’s first trolley-line 

serviced commuters between downtown and the factories in Fairmount Park and 

Germantown. The 1890s saw an explosion along Broad Street in the blocks just north 

of Vine Street, as noted in an inventory of new building starts from 1894.2 

 

Insurance Maps of Philadelphia, surveyed and drawn by Ernest Hexamer & Son, Civil 

Engineers & Surveyors, vol. VI, 18 (Philadelphia, 1899). Free Library of Philadelphia. 

                                                        
2  Philadelphia Real Estate Record and Builders’ Guide, vol. 9, no. 26, January 2, 

1984, p. 1. 
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 By February 1893, noted Victorian architect Willis Hale had begun frafting 

plans for the “Universal Hotel” on upper Broad Street. “No points of comfort have been 

overlooked by the projector of the enterprise,” it was announced in the Builders’ Guide. 

Soon renamed the “Lorraine Apartment House,” it was to include all the most up-to-

date amenities: steam heat, electric lights and doorbells, passenger and freight 

elevators, speaking tubes, and laundry facilities.” By June 1893, work was underway 

tearing down the old Lincoln Market on the southeast corner of Fairmount Avenue and 

Broad Street to make way for the Lorraine. Two months later Hale had begun laying 

foundations. His plans were greeted with high expectations. This was to be “one of the 

most elegant buildings in the city. It will contain all the best features of the first-class 

hotel and home.”3 The structure was to rise ten stories on a steel frame with significant 

innovations for fire protection: hollow terracotta blocks inserted between the girders 

and beams on each floor, with flat tiles on the underside and a concrete slab for the 

underlayment of wood floors. For the exterior revetment, Hale experimented with a 

buff-colored Pompeian brick, alternating fretwork with traditional classical moldings. 

Entering through the lobby off Broad Street, clients were treated to a bakery, dining 

room, café and reading room, with laundry services in the rear. The basement level was 

to contain a swimming pool (never executed) and billiard rooms. For modern apartment 

living, the Lorraine advanced a novel concept: to provide a variety of units suited to 

                                                        
3  Philadelphia Real Estate Record and Builders’ Guide, vol. 8, June 14, 1893, p. 

366. 
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different profiles and income levels. It was an opportune moment to reach a new 

clientele, as noted just a few months earlier in the Builders’ Guide:4 

  

 It is evident that a new departure in building is rapidly developing in 

 Philadelphia, and in a few years apartment houses will be one of the accepted 

 institutions of the city. The ones occupied have proved successful investments 

 and of course will be imitated on a larger or smaller scale. ‘The Lorraine,’ to be 

 erected at Broad and Fairmount Avenues, and ‘The Augusta,’ at Sixteenth and 

 Spruce Streets, will be the next to claim public attention. As yet, however, the 

 wants of the public in this matter have not been met either by those occupied or 

 those in contemplation. They are too expensive, too ornate, and not adapted to 

 people of moderate means who would like to keep house. The builder who is 

 far-reaching enough to grasp the situation has a fortune in prospect. 
 

By December, construction on the Lorraine had reached the fourth and fifth floors and 

was “being pushed ahead with much vigor.”5 By June 1894, builders were commencing 

on the grand barrel-vaulted dining rooms and garden terrace illumined by a skylight on 

the tenth floor, which took its inspiration from Sullivan’s recently completed 

Auditorium Building in Chicago. Within a short six months, the demand on services for 

the Lorraine’s many comforts necessitated an annex for boilers and generators. Hale 

erected a free-standing unadorned brick structure with recessed-arch windows located 

                                                        
4  Philadelphia Real Estate Record and Builders’ Guide, vol. 8, no. 48, November 

30, 1893, p. 10. 

5  Philadelphia Real Estate Record and Builders’ Guide, vol. 8, no. 49, December 

6, 1893. George F. Payne was awarded general contractor by a committee of 

shareholders. 
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directly behind the back east facade on Melon Street.6 To the north across Fairmount 

lay undeveloped park lands and stables, with narrow townhouses on either side of the 

street to the east. The only notable building stood kitty-corner across Broad Street: a 

bank in granite and brownstone in the popular Romanesque Revival idiom, dated 1890, 

whose exterior wrapping around Ridge Street is largely preserved today. 

 The Lorraine would accommodate 50 to 60 separate apartments, comprising 240 

rooms in all: some units contained as few as two rooms, others were outfitted with as 

many as seven. Flats for bachelors featured two to five rooms configured en suite, with 

 
Plan of Philadelphia with historic districts around Fairmount and Broad Avenues.  
                                                        
6  Philadelphia Real Estate Record and Builders’ Guide, vol. 8, no. 27, July 4, 
1894. 
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commodious bathrooms and hallways, almost none with kitchens. Other apartments had 

a more domestic feel, with extensive kitchens, parlors and anterooms for entertaining 

guests. These were intended for young married couples, which enjoyed the vicinity of 

downtown, with its theaters, professional offices and boutique shops, as well as the 

prestige of living in one of the premier addresses in Philadelphia. Apart from cultural 

attractions downtown, residents of the Lorraine had a number of venues right up the 

street. In 1887 the Grand Opera House at the corner of Broad and Montgomery opened 

for performances. In 1904 Oscar Hammerstein rebuilt it on a monumental scale as the 

Metropolitan Opera House, occupying nearly the entire city block between Poplar and 

Parish Streets. Further up Broad at Master Street, there was the home and studio of 

Edwin Forrest, reputed “the greatest tragedian of his time,” originally built in 1854 as a 

Renaissance-Revival brownstone for the wealthy brewer William Gaul. After Forrest’s 

death in 1880, his palazzo was converted for the Philadelphia School of Design for 

Women, with studios on the back fronting Carlisle Street.  

 Despite its sumptuous appointments, however, the Lorraine soon lost its appeal 

for Philadelphia’s nouveau riche. Hale’s idiosyncratic treatment of ornament, which 

had intrigued early investors, just as quickly fell out of fashion. More significantly, the 

impetus for continued economic development of the area was severely impacted when 

street-car barons, Peter A. B. Widener and William L. Elkins, whose grand Victorian 

homes stood at the intersection of Broad and Girard Streets, decided to relocate out into 

the suburbs. At the turn of the century, the Lorraine had difficulty competing with the 

more opulent high-rise buildings along Broad Street closer to downtown, beginning 

with William Hewitt’s Bellevue Stratford Hotel at Walnut and Broad, begun 1902. The 
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most extravagant of these still standing, the Drake Hotel by Ritter and Shay of 1828 on 

Spruce and Broad, features a revetment of Pompeian brick and cast terracotta 

decoration crowned by a tiled dome. The Lorraine could no longer sustain itself as 

apartments with long-term residents. In the 1900 edition of the Hotel Red Book, an 

annual directory, the occupancy of the Lorraine is given as “family hotel.” 

 
Divine Lorraine Hotel in the 1970s with parking behind Annex, view from northwest. 
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Divine Lorraine Hotel, view from southwest at Ridge and Broad Streets (Photo: HABS, 

2000) 
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Divine Lorraine Hotel, view from east along Fairmount Avenue (photo: HABS, 2000) 

and current condition (below). 
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Divine Lorraine Hotel, entrance from west façade on Broad Street (photo: HABS, 

2000) 
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Bank in Romanesque Revival style (1890), architect unknown. Corner of Ridge and 

Broad Street. 

 

II. De-densification and re-densification 

 With the emigration of whites to the suburbs, most dramatically in the 1940s, 

the demographic makeup of the Spring Garden and Poplar Heights neighborhoods 

shifted to predominantly African-American. But the sudden depopulation had a 

devastating effect across all of north-central Philadelphia. The pattern varied from 

region to region: between 1950 and 1960, the Far Northeast quadrant bordering on 

Bucks County grew from 26,000 to 66,000 as land opened to development for single-

family subdivisions, whereas from 1960 to 1970 Eastern North Philadelphia had 

declined in population by a staggering 39%. As area lost residential population, the City 

Planning Commission engaged in an active program of slum clearance, bull-dozing 
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abandoned buildings and razing entire blocks by authority of the 1949 federal 

redevelopment legislation. Between 1950 and 1962 more than 10,000 homes were 

demolished in lower North Philadelphia alone. John Kromer, director of the Fels 

Institute at the University of Pennsylvania, has referred to the “hollow core” 

phenomenon in which planners assumed that by carving out broad swathes in the 

interior of the city this will stimulate development from within.7 Sadly, experience has 

shown the continued failure of this approach to urban renewal. 

 The policies of de-densification pursued by the Philadelphia Planning 

Commission through the 1950s and 1960s relief on the premise that giving people more 

space would stimulate resettlement and investment in thos depopulated areas. Instead it 

has created a battle-zone of competing interests and led to heightened tensions between 

racial groups. This is no more poignant than in the area of Poplar Heights just east of 

North Broad Street. In the late 1950s scores of blocks on the southern periphery of 

Temple University were systematically razed and in their place sprung single-family 

housing projects, most notably, the Yorktown Community created in 1961 by the 

Greater Exodus Baptist Church to provide affordable detached homes for African-

American working-class families. Meanwhile Temple also benefited by greatly 

expanding its campus with subsidies from federal and state governments. Yet is success 

has continued to be eyed with suspicion by African-American residents, so much so 

that university administrators and community representatives established a “covenant” 

to affirm Temple’s commitment to limiting further encroachment south of Cecil B. 

                                                        
7  John Kromer, Fixing Broken Cities: the Implementation of Urban Development 

Strategies (Routledge, London: 2010), pp. 79–84. 
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Moore Parkway. Over time, the effectiveness of these federally-funded projects has 

been hotly contested between urban planners, politicians and developers. During the 

1970s and 1980s HUD actually placed a moratorium on funding for the construction of 

new homes, having seen a dearth in corresponding investment from the private sector. 

In 1993 Kromer issued a comprehensive document, entitled “Home in North 

Philadelphia,” targeting the are south of Temple’s main campus and half a dozen blocks 

on either side of Broad Street. The intent was to protect the neighborhood from outside 

speculators hoping to capitalize on low property values for non-residential 

development, and to keep existing housing resources at affordable levels. His plan met 

with little enthusiasm on the mayoral level and since then the Office of Housing and 

Community Development has seen few successes in spawning private investment in 

these neighborhoods. 
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Map of Yorktown Civic Community and Cambridge Development (after Cronin, 2010) 
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III. The Era of the Divine Lorraine (1948–1999) 

 

 In 1948, a civil rights activist and self-proclaimed diety by the name of George 

Baker, a.k.a. Reverend Major J. “Father” Divine, head of the Unity Mission Church, 

bought the Lorraine Hotel from a group of investors for $485,000. After assigning the 

deed to 300 of his followers, Father Divine made available the 246 rooms to members 

of his Peace Mission, which included an interracial mixture of followers from middle 

and lower classes. In his sermons Father Divine often preached for racial diversity and 

integration, and this became an underlying principal in how the hotel would be 

managed. The Divine Lorraine, so redubbed, became the first non-segregated hotel in 

Philadelphia and one of the first high-end hotels in American to have an interracial 

clientele. Father Divine transformed the auditorium and garden terrace into a worship 

hall. He instituted a set of rules for his hotel that included no drinking, smoking, 

vulgarity or blasphemy, among other abuses. He established an International Modesty 

Code which separated men and women, even married couples, to rooms on separate 

floors. Men and women were also require to follow a strict dress code, wearing only 

modest attire in public areas of the hotel. Father Divine had a deep appreciation for the 

architectural refinements of Hale’s building and during his stewardship it was 

maintained in nearly immaculate condition.  

Under Father Divine’s tenure to his death in 1965, major alterations included 

Late Art Deco refurbishing of the original Assembly Room on the north wing of the 

ground floor with formica booths and a drop ceiling for use as a bar. More extensive 
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were the changes to the tenth-floor, in which the Banqueting hall and Auditorium were 

converted for religious observances.8  

 In 1994 the Divine Lorraine received a historical marker from the Pennsylvania 

Historical and Museum Commission and in 2002 it was placed on the National Register 

of Historic Places. The nomination cited its importance in three categories: social and 

ethnic (the history of the civil rights movement in America); historic persons (Rev. 

Major J. Divine; and significant architectural style (a rare example of French 

Renaissance Revival by a regionally-recognized architect, as Hale apprenticed under 

John MacArthur during the construction of Philadelphia City Hall). The building closed 

its doors to tenants in 1999 and a year later it was sold by Etta Divine, the founder’s 

widow, to a group of investors. By May 2006, when the hotel again changed hands – 

this time to a Philadelphia real-estate developer Michael Treacy and a Dutch 

conglomerate – plans were being considered for converting the hotel into 

condominiums. Left vacant, the interior suffered rapid deterioration: wall finishes and 

marble fixtures were gutted, doors, balustrades and windows dismantled. The skylights 

have cracked and many of the balconies are no longer protected by fenestration, 

allowing rain to penetrate through to the lower lobby. On the exterior, there is evidence 

of spalling and loosening of bricks above the limestone sockle and concrete backing. 

                                                        
8  National Register of Historic Places (OMB, No. 1025-0018), Section 7, page 3, 

prepared by George E. Thomas. On Reverend Baker’s rise to prominence, see John 

Hoshor, God in a Rolls Royce: The Rise of Father Divine. Madman, Menace, or 

Messiah (New York, 1936). Further, on his view of gener separtion, see Beryl Satter, 

“Father Divine and the Gender Politics of Race Difference and Race Neturality,” 

American Quarterly 48 (1996), no. 1. 
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Brochure from late 1940s advertising the lobby and renovated bar and restaurant of 

the Lorraine Hotel. 
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Divine Lorraine Hotel, banqueting hall on tenth floor converted as refectory by 

Reverend Baker (photo: HABS, 2000). 
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Divine Lorraine Hotel, auditorium converted into sanctuary (photo: HABS, 2000). 
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Lorraine Hotel, lobby on ground floor in 2000 (above) and current condition (below). 
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Staircase from lobby to second floor. Railings of alabaster with bronze brackets were 

recently stripped. At left, elevators, refurbished in the 1950s, have original shafts. 
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Front desk of lobby (above) and view toward front entrance, current condition (below). 
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Lorraine Hotel, rooms on second floor (photo: HABS, 2000) 
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IV. Three Schemes – Strategies and Aims of Intervention 

 

 One may rightly question the value of saving a historic monument from the 

wrecking ball, notwithstanding its architectural appeal, if it remains but a solitary object 

devoid of context. Buildings embody meanings, and these meanings, while not 

immutable, are rooted to their physical site. Buildings define place, even buildings in 

such advanced state of decay as the Lorraine Hotel, for which the definition of place 

has become more akin to shelter than residence. Although City Hall and its crowning 

effigy of William Penn stand in plain sight, this stretch of north Broad Street has for 

nearly sixty years been all but disembodied from the symbolic presence of downtown 

Philadelphia. There is little life on the sidewalks, little retail base to attract pedestrians, 

while those who venture to cut across high-speed traffic take their lives in their hands. 

All of this was to be expected when in 1950 the City Planning Commission voted to 

install a diamond interchange linking Vine Street eastward to the Schuylkill 

Expressway (I-76), effectively destroying whatever was left of the pedestrian character 

to upper Broad Street. Similarly, reductions of allowable FAR (as low as 1.5) have 

given rise not to smart growth but rather strip development: fast-food chains, one-story 

car showrooms and automotive garages, open parking lots and abandoned fields. A 

number of late 19th-century brownstone row houses and elegant mansions have either 

seen demolition, most notably, the Widener Mansion at Broad and Girard Avenue, or 

have lost their adjacencies on either side of the street frontage. 

 While the Lorraine Hotel is the anchor point of this thesis, the following 

proposals aim to comprehensive solutions that reintegrate the components of 

neighborhood and community through adaptive reuse. The intersection of Broad Street, 
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Fairmount Avenue and Ridge Street creates a transportation nexus for lower north 

Philadelphia, where the Metro line and Septa stations converge. As in other projects 

around Philadelphia, such as the lower level of the PSFS building on Market Street, 

here there is the opportunity to design a unique spatial connectivity between the 

basement level of the Lorraine Hotel and the Fairmount underground station. Above 

ground, triangular pedestrian islands, suggested by the geometry of the intersecting 

streets, might provide easy access for pedestrians to commuter lines by bus and 

subway. The context is unusually rich: other buildings of note just in this one-block 

radius include the Roman Building (Art Deco, 1919), the Romanesque Revival Bank 

(1890) and Lusk Building (Continental Bank, 1929). 

 

Scheme I. Temple University Research Center and Short-Term Residence 

 

 Although relations between Temple and the African-American residential 

community to its south remain uneasy, the Covenant provides a binding commitment 

on the part of university administrators to the economic and social rehabilitation of the 

Poplar Heights and Spring Garden neighborhoods. Two interventions in this spirit have 

been a regional shopping center bordering Oxford Street and the university’s 

acquisition of a Renaissance Revival townhouse at Jefferson and Broad to house their 

Social Strategy and Urban Planning department. Proposals had been entertained to 

convert the Lorraine for married student housing, yet this would have involved quite 

extensive reconfiguration of its interior apartments, apart from the problem of shuttling 

back and forth to campus in an area of questionable security at nighttime. Still, the idea 

of applying the original concept of the Lorraine as an apartment building catering to 
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diverse lifestyles to a 21st century university setting seemed appealing. Increasingly the 

boundaries between office and residence are breaking down, while the physical nature 

of the workplace has changed considerably even over the last decade. The opportunity 

to reconfigure the floor plate of the Lorraine for multi-use occupancy make much 

sense. In this scenario, the upper eight floors would be redesigned to accommodate 

smaller and larger suites for short-term residency by visiting scholars and researchers, 

with conference rooms and research areas interspersed between living spaces. The top 

floor would be restored as an auditorium for lectures and multi-media presentations. 

The first two floors would provide retail outlets and public areas that could 

accommodate both university guests and local residents. This would require further 

discussions with the planning office at Temple, as well as focus groups to gauge the 

receptivity on the part of local community activists. 

 

Scheme 2 – Living-Learning Center of African-American Cultural Heritage 

 

 Creating an identity for the African-American community, now seventy years 

entrenched in this part of lower North Philaldelphia, is critical to any long-term 

development. In talking to passers-by on the street, older residents recall to me how 

they used to go to the Divine Lorraine for Sunday dinner dressed in their finest. It 

instilled enormous pride in the community. Last week, as I was surveying the façade, 

several people remarked to me how distraught they were to see the degradation of the 

Lorraine, many even in their thirties remembering how it had served as a beacon for 

social reform until very recently. Despite repeated attempts to contact the owner, 

Michael Treacy, I have little knowledge of their plans for the property as currently 
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stands. The Philadelphia Planning Commission has attempted to spawn high-density 

development throughout this area, but with very limited success. Nonetheless, in the 

most recent revision to the Comprehensive Zoning Overlay for Philadelphia, there are 

several recommendations in place to promote mixed-use occupancy along Broad Street 

in the corridor bounded by Carlisle Street one block to the west and 12th Street one 

block to the east. Just to the south on Broad Street, two turn-of-the-century factories, 

the Snellenburg and Mulford Buildings, have undergone highly successful conversions 

over the last decade – one for the Philadelphia Corporation of the Aging, the other as 

high-end loft apartments. 

 According to this scheme, the concept would be to create a residential complex 

for the African-American community as subsidized or market-rate apartments, with a 

vocational school on the first and second stories. The annex to the east would be either 

torn down or reused for classrooms and administrative offices, with the addition of low-

rise retail on the open lots across Melon Street. A grand public space on the tenth floor 

would be used for exhibitions and displays documenting the Civil Rights movement in 

Philadelphia. This scheme hinges on the triangular urban garden formed by the 

intersection of Ridge, Broad and Fairmount. This island brings the massing of 

surrounding buildings down to a human scale, as well as creating a nexus for 

commuters on Septa and Metro lines. 

 As property values decline, so does the premium on street frontage and floor-to-

area ratio of contributory buildings. Broad has seen its preponderance of surface 

parking lots, one-floor car showrooms and fast-food strips. The Office of Zoning is 
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taking steps, through incentives for higher density occupancy, to restore a balance 

between green and asphalt to the pedestrian experience along Broad Street.  

 
Diagram showing areas of surface parking (grey) and proposed urban gardens 
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Diagram showing asphalt pavement, creating lack of sustainable environment and 

inadequate drainage. Multi-level parking facilities in strategic locations is solution. 
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Diagram of green areas, many of which have been graded for parking or left 

abandoned 
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Urban infill – restoring the street frontage 

 My survey of buildings along north Broad Street and adjacent blocks extending 

from Green Street to Cecil B. Moore parkway indicates major areas of deterioration and 

erosion of street frontage. In some cases, row houses have been truncated, in others 

entire blocks have been razed leaving buildings standing in isolation. I intend to explore 

at schematic level three or four typologies for inserting facades that will give historic 

contextuality and remediate the disjunctures of scale and height between buildings 

separated by vacant lots. 
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Diagram of upper north Broad Street from Master to Oxford Streets. Lots on east 

frontage of Broad are residual spaces left after demoltions during Urban Renewal. 

Original building sites had characteristic narrow fronts and long yards for carriage 

houses, as still in evidence in pockets on west side of Broad. 
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Historic homes on lower north Broad Street 
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View of Peter A. B. Widerner House at Broad and Girard around 1900. A fire in 1970 

destroyed much of the interior furnishings and the house was demolished shortly 

thereafter (National Register of Historic Places). 
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Siting of Metropolitan Opera House in old theater district of lower North Broad Street. 
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Inventory of Historic Buildings and Places, National Register Designatio 

            
 
1.  Divine Lorraine Hotel (abandoned), 699 North Broad Street 

 Architect: Willis C. Hale, 1992–1994 

 

2.  Metropolitan Opera House, 859 North Broad Street 

 Architect: William H. McElfatrick, 1907 

 A massive brick structure occupying over half the city block between Poplar 

 and Parish Streets, this was the ninth opera house erected by the musical 

 impresario Oscar Hammerstein. The building functioned for operatic 

 productions, until 1934, after which it was converted into a cinema, ballroom, 

 boxing ring and, most recently, a church. The exterior façade, particularly the 

 east elevation on Broad, has suffered major deterioration. Its current owners, the 

 Holy Ghost Revival Center at the Met, are soliciting funds to restore the Opera 

 House to its original appearance (NRHP, 1972). 

 

3. Edwin Forrest Home and Studio, 1326 North Broad Street 

 Constructed 1853–54, additions off Carlisle Street after 1880. 

 This Renaissance palazzo was originally built as the home of William Gaul, a  

wealthy brewer, who chose the Italianate style popularized by John Notman in 

 Philadelphia. Only a year after its completion, Edwin Forrest, reputed the 

 “greatest tragedian of his time,” took occupancy both as a residence and acting 

 studio. The building became the Philadelphia School of Design for Women in 
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 1880, at which time art studios were added off the rear and a new brick façade 

 on Master Street with brownstone aedicular frames. It served as a community 

 center for the Philadelphia Cotillion Society until 1968, at which time the 

 Freedom Theater, an African-American arts organization, acquired the building 

 to provide professional instruction in acting and accommodate local repertory 

 productions.  [NRHP, 2007] 

 

4. P. A. B. Widener House, Broad Street and Girard Avenue 

 Architect: Willis G. Hale, demolished after fire in 1980. 

 

 Ornate even for the social elite of Philadelphia, this exterior featured a massive  

rusticated basamento, Itlian Renaissance portico surmounted by Flemish  

stepped-gabled facades in brownstone and brick. In 1900 the city acquired the 

 property as a branch of the Free Library of Philadelphia. In 1970 it became the 

 Conwell School of Theology’s Institute for Black Ministries. 

 

5. Alfred E. Burk Mansion, 1500 North Broad Street 

 Architect: Simon & Bassett (1907) 
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 Temple University acquired this white limestone Renaissance palazzo in 1971 

 to house its Department of Urban Policy, but to date it remains unoccupied. 

 

6. Charles T. Ellis House, 1430 North Broad Street. 

 Architect: William Decker       

         

 The best preserved and refined of townhouses for 19th-century industrial 

 magnates on North Broad, the Ellis House blends Romanesque and Renaissance 

 motives in a Victorian mansion extravaganza. Ellis, who made his millions in 

 trolley lines, committed suicide in 1909. In his will he bequeathed the property 

 as a home for “white fatherless girls.” In 1952 the mansion was acquired by 

 members of Father Divine’s Universal Peace Mission Movement, who still 

 operate the building for “lodging for foreign visitors.” 
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7.  Snellenburg Clothing Factory, 642 North Broad Street 

 Architects: Eberhard & Harris, 1905  [NHRP, 1986] 

 

This brick-clad factory, known as the Wallace Building, follows the streamline 

form of industrial, steel-frame architecture of its time with the exception of 

striped voussoirs and an Italianate central tower. In 1990 the interior was 

adapted by renovating the skylight over the central atrium and transforming the 

space into a split-level interior arcade as office for the Philadelphia Corporation 

for the Aging.  

 

8. Mulford Building, 630-640 North Broad Street 

 Architect: Charles Balderston, begun 1900, adaptive reuse as Lofts, 2004 

 Although a rather non-descript, classically ordered façade, the Mulford Building 

was the site of significant innovation in the pharmaceutical industry, including 

the first commercially viable vaccine for diptheria. It served as headquarters of 

Merck, Sharp & Dohme for the first half century, then Albert & Pearl Nipon set 

up their dress manufacturing until the 1960s when it fell into bankruptcy. In 

serious disrepair, the developer Michael Corenzwit bought the property and in 
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just over a year had transformed the Mulford into a 215-unit multifamily 

housing complex, generating $2.7 million profit. 

 

9.  Originally Broad Street Presbyterian Church (now Greater Exodus Baptist 

Church), 704–714 North Broad Street 

Architect: Collins & Autenrieth, 1877   

  

Over the last thirty years, the church has occupied a critical and often 

contentious role in the development of the Fairmount and Francisville 

neighborhoods. Since 1982 the building has been home to Greater Exodus 

Baptist Church, led by pastor and community activist Herbert Lusk. Lusk has 

been characterized by critics as a “swindler” and “demagogue” for his 

aggressive pursuit of property with the ostensible intention of supporting his 

non-profit mission for the black community. Lusk bought up properties in the 

triangular hub of the Ridge – Fairmount – Broad intersection and demolished a 

number of small retail structures to clear the way for a new church, but no 

project has come to realization and today the area presents itself as a desolate 

island with boarded-up fronts across from the towering Divine Lorraine. The 
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Charter School Lusk established on the 800 block of Broad north of Broad 

Street is currently under federal investigation. 

 

10. Congregation Rodeph Shalom, 615 North Broad Street 

 Architect: Simon & Simon, 1928. 

 

In 1866 the oldest continuing Ashkenazic Jewish community in America 

commissioned Frank Furness to design a house of worship in the Romanesque 

style of Eastern Europe. The present structure in limestone and concrete 

borrows from Moorish-Romanesque ornament. Designated to the NRHP in 

1950, the building is today surrounded by vacant lots. The congregation has 

plans underway to build a religious school annex along Clay Street.  
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Preserving the Divine Lorraine – a Case for Feasability 

 

The Philadelphia Historical Commission, which included the Divine Lorraine in 

May 2005 on its Register of Historic Places, maintains jurisdiction over any alterations to 

the property (Municipal Code, Sect. 14-2007). The PHC and its architectural review 

board reserve authority over alterations or demolition to the exterior of the building “or 

any public interior portion of a building or structure.” (Section 14-2007 2f; Rules and 

Regulations 6.3). This would apply to the first floor and tenth floors of the Divine 

Lorraine. In 2006, an appeal on Economic Hardship was made to the Review Board for 

the demolition of the Annex as part of the development of a large housing complex by 

Cope-Linder Architects. That appeal was rejected on the grounds that the Annex 

possessed sufficient historical value and that razing it would alter the historic character. 

The Review Board did approve more recently plans by a Dutch investment company to 

convert the Divine Lorraine into an 800-unit residential complex for students from nearby 

Girard College and Temple University. Local preservation activists appealed and 

construction was halted, but not before the owners demolished interior walls and stripped 

materials and finishes. The PHC then had to seek court injunction to force the owners to 

board up the property to prevent further vandalism. Currently, homeless squatters inhabit 

the Divine Lorraine. Skylights no longer protect the interior from the elements and 

broken glass is scattered across the floors. A comparison of the photographic survey 

conducted by the Historic American Buildings Survey in 2000 with the current condition 

of the site shows the extent of degradation particularly to the interior.  

 The Divine Lorraine, apart from its architectural significance, has remained a 

beacon of social reform and refuge to the underprivileged for over half a century. The 
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concern is widespread among Philadelphians that the building stands in imminent danger 

of demolition by neglect if no investor is forthcoming. Although Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) has placed a moratorium on funding of single-family housing 

projects in the Spring Valley and Poplar Heights neighborhoods since the 1980s, it does 

distribute federal funds to the Office of Housing and Community Development in 

Philadelphia. This past fall OHCD earmarked a grant of $3.4 million for proposals to 

redevelop the Divine Lorraine for low-income housing. Any plans to alter the historic 

fabric of the Divine Lorraine would first have to be considered by the Architectural 

Review Committee of the PHC, and subsequently undergo an evaluation according to 

Sect. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, given that this would qualify as a 

federal undertaking by the use of HUD funds. This would likely include a statement of 

Environmental Impact, given that the building site borders on the North Broad Metro 

station, as well as the intersection of three major arterial roads. The OHCD solicited 

architectural proposals up to November 5, 2010 and will announce which of these will be 

chosen for project development by next summer.  

 

Best Practices of Adaptive Reuse – Case Studies 

Creatively recycling older buildings for new uses has long been recognized as a 

common sense approach to preserving the historic fabric of American cities and as an 

alternative to the protracted and often unsuccessful legal campaigns of preservationists. 

In the past decade, however, this has taken on greater urgency given the embodied 

energies invested in this older building stock and the astronomical environmental cost to 

demolishing them. “The greenest buildings are the ones standing,” so goes the mantra, 
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and this has in turn forced both architects and developers to rethink the traditional life 

cycles of buildings, old and new. 

There are no comprehensive guidelines for adaptive reuse projects comparable in 

scope to the Department of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation (36 CFR 67 as 

applied to the Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives program of 1981). Some 

cities have taken the initiative of drafting specific legislation, most notably Los Angeles, 

which in 1999 adopted an Adaptive Reuse Ordinance earmarking the old banking district 

in the historic downtown. This became so successful that it was expanded to the outlying 

historic areas of Hollywood, Chinatown and eventually, four years later, to encompass 

the entire municipality. 

Philadelphia, while saddled with a much larger inventory of historic buildings and 

a shrinking budget to oversee projects citywide, has seen significant financial interest in 

the redevelopment of the downtown core. One primary incentive for saving the city’s 

architectural relics has been the Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credit, which provides a 20% 

tax credit for the cost of construction on historic monuments for commercial uses. 

Twenty-four states offer additional tax credit at the state level, but Pennsylvania has 

repeatedly vetoed such legislation.  

 

    —Converting Civic and Commercial Buildings to Hotels 

 Because of the increasing demand for housing in major American cities – whether 

luxury lofts, condos or affordable apartment units – large numbers of older office 

buildings, government buildings, banks, armories and even prisons continue to be 

converted for residential occupancy. In Los Angeles, the Superior Oil Company, an Art 
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Deco vintage building, was transformed into the Standard Hotel with meticulous attention 

to its roof parapet and other decorative features. In Baltimore, Chris Pfaeffle, principal of 

Parameter Architects, converted a 1923 grain elevator  on the Chesapeake Bay into Silo 

Point, a complex of 230 luxury condo units. In Portland, Maine, the National Guard 

Armory was transformed into the Portland Regency hotel. Kimpton Hotels have targeted 

a series of historic buildings to house their line of Hotel Monaco. In Baltimore, they 

converted the 1906 Beaux-Arts headquarters of the B & O Railroad with 202 guest 

rooms. In Washington, the old Post Office building, the first all marble structure in the 

nation’s capital by distinguished architect Robert Mills, was converted with 20-foot 

ceilings for the guest suites. This same firm is planning to transform the Lafayette 

Building in Philadelphia, an eleven-story office building from 1906 across from 

Independence Hall, for the third Hotel Monaco, to open in 2012. 

A recent thesis from University of Pennsylvania has looked at four case studies of 

adaptive reuse projects in downtown Philadelphia: the Girard Trust Dome and Tower 

Buildings, the Reading Terminal Headhouse, City Hall Annex and the PSFS.1 In each 

case, the dimensions of the building – specifically floor heights, size and operability of 

windows, lobby and other “character-defining” public spaces – allowed for a relatively 

seamless conversion to luxury hotels. The Girard Trust Dome, designed in the 1904 by 

Allen Evans with the firm of McKim, Mead and White, features a central rotunda with a 

dome inspired by the Pantheon. Originally a trading room with tellers, it now functions as 

                                                        
1   Catherine Sarah Jefferson, Adaptive Reuse: Recent Hotel Conversions in 

Downtown Philadelphia, Thesis, Master of Science in Historic Preservation, University 

of Pennsylvania, 2005. 
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the lobby of the Ritz-Carlton. Even grander in scale, the Reading Terminal Headhouse at 

12th and Market Streets rises twelve stories on a massive pink-granite basamento with 

arcades in the Italian Renaissance style. The New-York architect, Francis Kimball, 

designed the station in 1893, contemporaneous with the Lorraine Hotel, with the main 

double-height waiting room of 7,587 square feet – raised on the second level. After the 

Reading railroad ceased operations in 1984, the city stepped in to develop the headhouse 

as the Pennsylvania Convention Center, whose construction was completed in 1993. Here 

the question of distinguishing original qualities posed a problem: to cite one instance, the 

16-foot wide corridors on the upper floors were unsuitable for office space and the 

original proposal, which called for repartitioning these spaces, was denied by the review 

board of the National Park Service. The City Hall Annex, designed by Phillip Johnson in 

1926, rises fifteen stories on Penn Square with different facades on the North-South and 

East-West elevations. It reopened in 1999 as the Courtyard Philadelphia Downtown, a 

moderately priced hotel with 477 guest rooms and 21 suites. The Annex is listed on the 

Philadelphia Register of Historic Places, but it is designated as a contributing building to 

the Broad Street National Historic District; like the Lorraine, it remained vacant for many 

years and was in imminent danger of demolition by neglect. The last, and most 

distinguished, of these hotel conversions was the Philadelphia Savings Fund Society 

(PSFS) building of 1932, designed by George Howe and William Lescaze and widely 

regarded as the first skyscraper in the United States to embrace the modernistic aesthetic 

of the International Style. Listed as a National Historic Landmark in 1976, the PSFS 

closed for business in 1993 and the building was contents, including the furniture and 

casements designed by Howe and Lescaze, put up for auction. It reopened in 2000 as the 
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Loews Philadelphia Hotel. The lead architect, Eric Rahe of BLT Architects, recently 

commented on his approach to the project and its unique challenges.2 The original 

elevator lobbies had been preserved from tenant office space, and these needed to be 

accommodated to hotel rooms. Similarly, the building never had parking facilities, which 

meant the approval of the PHC for converting the basement levels for an on-site garage.  

 

  
  

PSFS Building (Howe and Lescaze, 1932). First project, by Runyan & Associates 

Architects for Hyatt Hotel development, 1995 

                                                        
2   Eric Stoessel, “A Hotel Primer for Urban Adaptive Reuse.”  
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PSFS Building, plan of second floor adaptive reuse (2000) with addition of south 

corridor for services and escalators (top on plan) 

 

    
 
Activation of Market Street as commercial corridor, here Sole Foods on sidewalk level. 
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Girard Trust Company, Dome and Tower Buildings. Plan of first floor trading room 

(above) and transformed (below) into garden restaurant of hotel. Connecting corridor 

links the former bank to new hotel lobby.    
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Reading Terminal Head House on Market Street. Photograph from 1893 (above) showing 

terracotta columns around doors and windows under second floor arcade. Photograph c. 

1970 (below) showing streamlining of corner during Art Deco renovations of 1940s.  
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Reading Terminal Head House, original plan of second floor.  

 

Reading Head House, Typical floor plan with apartments (floors 4-8) in adaptive reuse. 

 

Adaptive Reuse of Historic Hotels 

 Traditionally hotels from the turn of the century, even those on the most lavish 

scale,  have made for an uneasy fit in conversion to non-residential occupancy. Examples 

of grand hotels adaptively reused as commercial or office buildings are few and far 
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between. If not demolished, these relics are given new life through financial restructuring 

without significant modification to floor layouts. Located in what were once fashionable 

downtown addresses, these hotels now stand abandoned in blighted neighborhoods – 

flophouses or havens for crime and drugs, as in the case of the Hotel Alexandria in the 

Bunker Hill Redevelopment area of Los Angeles.3  In areas around university campuses – 

as in Chicago, New York or Boston – high-rise hotels can be retrofitted as dormitories. 

Such was the case with Boston University, which in 1971 engaged in a comprehensive 

adaptive reuse program to preserve the historic buildings along the Commonwealth 

Avenue corridor. These included the fashionable Miles Standish Hotel at Boston 

University, which in 1949 was converted as a residential hall, and the Howard Johnson’s 

Hotel at 575 Commonwealth, which today also serves as an undergraduate dormitory. In 

Columbus, Ohio, the old Seneca Hotel designed by Frank Packard in 1917, was a ten-

story building of red brick and limestone trim which sat abandoned from 1987 until 2010, 

when it reopened as a 120,000 square foot upscale rental housing to serve the students of 

Columbus State Community College, Columbus College of Art & Design, Capital 

University Law School and Franklin University. 

                                                        
3  Ryan Fennell, “Better Downtown Living through Adaptive Reuse: An 

Assessment of Housing Conversion-driven Redevelopment in the Historic Core, Los 

Angeles,” Planning Forum 9 (2003): 8-10. 
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Main sectors of North Broad corridor with tram lines 

 

 

North Broad as “Avenue of the Arts” – a Vision for the 21st Century 

 

The North Broad corridor, comprising roughly three and a half miles along a 

narrow tract of two blocks, poses a unique set of challenges. For over a century it has 

been home to many of the city’s major cultural, religious and educational institutions. 

The New Freedom Theater, housed in the 19th-century mansion of Edwin Forrest, is 

Pennsylvania’s oldest African-American theater. The legendary Blue Horizon, a group of 
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second Empire townhouses from 1865, stands today as one of the world’s premier boxing 

venues and a center for community development. The Metropolitan Opera House, with its 

monumental brick façade stretching an entire city block, founded in 1908 by the 

celebrated impresario Oscar Hammerstein, is undergoing restoration by its current owner, 

the Holy Ghost Headquarters Revival Center at the Met. Further up Broad, the Uptown 

Theater, an Art Deco building from 1927, was reincarnated from the 1950s through the 

1970s as the center of R&B, soul and gospel music for African-American audiences 

(plans are now underway for its renovation).   

During the 1970s, the city put considerable investment into the educational and 

social resources of north Broad, most notably, the Progress Human Services Center and 

North Central YMCA, both constructed in the 1970s. In 1974 William Penn High School, 

by noted architect Romaldo Giurgola, opened as one of the most progressive institutions 

in the country for African-American students. In 2009, as the result of declining 

enrollments, the high school was ordered closed, but public outcry has forced city 

officials to take another year to evaluate options for its reuse. Other educational 

institutions along Broad include the Civics and Sciences Charter School, Stoddart-

Fleisher School, and Community College of Philadelphia. Temple University has also 

made enhancements to the streetscape, including the shopping center at the corner of 

Oxford Street and Broad. Temple University has owned the Alfred E Burk Mansion at 

1500 N. Broad Street since 1971, with plans to house its Center for Urban Policy in this 

Beaux-Arts building, but it remains empty to date.  
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The Philadelphia Historic Commission, empowered by the Mayor’s office, 

envisions a revitalization of North Broad as an “Avenue of the Arts” and cites major 

improvements to the streetscape since 2000. 

1) 199-seat John E Allen, Jr. Theater at the Freedom Theater, dedicated in 2000 

2) PNC bank opens branch in old Lusk Building (1929) at intersection of Broad 

Street and Fairmount Avenue 

3) Expansion of Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts into residential buildings 

4) Reintroduction of light-rail transit along Girard Avenue 

5) Renovation of former Philadelphia Inquirer buildings as new administrative  

 headquarters for the School District of Philadelphia 

6) Redevelopment of industrial and laboratory buildings in Spring Garden for a v

 variety of businesses, artist studios and residential uses. 

7) Marketing of the landmark Divine Lorraine Hotel and adjacent properties for 

 commercial development. 

8)  ‘Avenue North’  –  a student housing, retail and entertainment complex on the 

 campus of Temple University at Broad Street and Cecil B. Moore Avenue 

9)  New commercial development, including a major supermarket, at the Progress 

 Plaza shopping center. 

10)  Renovation of the Uptown Theater and adjacent property redevelopment 

11)  Broad Street Subway improvements at Spring Garden and Girard stations 

12)  New curbs, sidewalks, tree planting at key transit interfaces: Fairmount & Ridge 

 Avenues to Parish Street, Girard Avenue to Master Street, Oxford Street to 

 Montgomery Walk. 
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13)  Special pedestrian crosswalks at six intersections, including Fairmount and Ridge 

 Avenues and pedestrian “refuge” islands at key high-volume intersections. 

The PHC specifically identifies “opportunity zones” as key areas from which to leverage 

the most substantial private investment possible given the scarcity of public funds. These 

include: 

– areas with large, already-cleared and/or assembled development parcels 

– areas with vacant or underutilized buildings strategically located, of special  

 architectural character or historic/cultural significance 

– areas located near large, active institutions, recent development or public transit 

– areas that, through visual, cultural or organizational linkage, have positive 

implications  for other sections of the corridor 

 

Two Proposals for Urban Intervention 

The most visionary proposal for the adaptive reuse of the Divine Lorraine 

appeared in a 2005 design competition for the on-line magazine, Metropolis next 

generation. The “Acts of Remembrance” competition explored rituals of death in the 

United States and how attitudes have been changing with regard to how we honor the 

deceased. Land shortages have led to a rising trend in cremation, estimated at 28% in 

urban cities around America and even higher in parts of Europe and Asia.   

Jason Lempieri, a designer with Philadelphia’s ReThink Tank, interpreted the 

hulk of the abandoned Lorraine hotel as a monumental columbarium, with dovecotes 

mounted in place of windows where residents would store the cremated ashes of loved 

ones. “There is a need for places to grieve and memorialize in cities,” says Lempieri, who 

entitled his project “Urban Reincarnation.” “People can’t close the loop with the cycle of 
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birth, life, and death.” Many Philadelphians regard the Divine Lorraine as the relic of a 

bygone era, and this seems to lie behind Lempieri’s reading of the structure as an 

armature of individual memories. It links the daily rituals of life in physical immediacy to 

the institution that brought Philadelphians of different races and different classes into a 

spiritual community. “For me it’s very personal: I’ve never visited my father’s grave 

because I have no way of getting there,” Lempieri says.. I wanted to share this, to engage 

with the person I had lost.” Lempieri envisioned the Divine Lorraine as a full-service 

crematorium which would simplify the administration of funeral services for poorer 

residents by placing them all under one roof. The building would be transformed as a city 

within a city, which like a typical cemetery would carve out smaller neighborhoods and 

communities of the dead among different faiths and cultural backgrounds. Although the 

recursive round arches on the north and south facades elicit the image of the 

columbarium, Lempieri imagines the act of commemoration from inside the walls. He 

designed hanging cabinets to contain the urns where families could place ex-votos, 

journals, letters or personal mementoes of their loved ones. These would-be niches are 

framed by colored glass panes as translucent backdrops – living epitaphs, as it were. 

“Cities are full of incredible people who shouldn’t be forgotten.” 
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Residents placing mementoes of departed in urns (left) 

Clusters of columbaria create communities of the deceased – a city within a city (right) 

 

Scheme 1 

Living – Learning Center  +  African-American Heritage Exposition 

 

 The cultural efflorescence of north Broad Street and the Acres of Diamonds 

during the golden years of industrial magnates Peter Widener and James Elkins was 

short-lived – roughly three decades around the turn of the century. By contrast, the 

African-American community, which settled in the years after the Great Depression, has 

lasted over seventy years and is now prime to undergo a rebirth of its own. The collective 

memory of the neighborhood still runs deep – older residents recall to me how they used 

to attend Sunday dinners at the Divine Lorraine dressed in their finest. And they look 

upon the neglect of the hotel with regret and a sense of urgency. There is general concern 

for providing the homeless along Broad and Ridge with affordable housing. By the same 

token, residents of Spring Garden, Francisville and Poplar Heights are wary of plans by 
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developers to rehabilitate the Divine Lorraine as luxury apartments or condominiums, as 

was done with the Mulford Warehouse Building in 2004.  

 The proposals now under consideration by the Office of Housing and Community 

Development earmark a portion of the Divine Lorraine for low-income housing. In this 

scheme, the ground floor would be allocated to retail, with storefronts opening onto the 

street. The lobby would be open on the second story with professional offices and social 

services. Re-evoking the years under Father Divine’s Peace Mission, the third floor 

would serve as a dining hall for residents and the larger community. Floors four through 

nine would comprise apartment units of varying sizes. The tenth and eleventh stories, 

originally the auditorium-turned-chapel, would provide two multi-use spaces for the 

revolving exhibits on the African-American cultural heritage of Philadelphia focusing on 

the accomplishments in the fine arts, music, dance and theater. A permanent exhibition 

would feature the Civil Rights movement in Philadelphia and Father Divine’s role in the 

struggle against segregation. 

 Two additional buildings are proposed for this scenario. A two-story building 

formed around the acute intersection of Ridge Avenue and Broad Street would provide a 

neighborhood grocery, with the roof terrace accommodating an outdoor market for 

produce in spring and summer. The east face of the Divine Lorraine is partially obscured 

by the old fire escape and six-story brick building originally built to house the boilers and 

generators. Approaching from Fairmount Avenue this prospect of the Divine Lorraine is 

not particularly impressive. This scheme proposes an additional building rising eight 

stories and communicating to the old structure by extending balconies on east and west 

around a central atrium. This building is intended for offices, classrooms and technical 
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laboratories where residents and neighbors could retool for development in information 

technology and other clerical professions.                                                              

    

 

Scheme 1. Living-Learning Center with stepping of building mass to east and south 
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Scheme 1. Living – Learning Center. Aerial view of site with shadows. 
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Scheme 1. Living-Learning Center, floor plan of Level 2  
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Proposal 2.  Re-side  +  Re-Store:   

Community Residence, Warehouse and Retail Outlet  
 
 

     Light manufacturing has been a pivotal factor in the economic recovery of 

Philadelphia over the last two decades.  Ridge Avenue was once home to numerous small 

factories – light-rail and trolley car assemblies, pipefitters and dye cutters – yet now these 

buildings stand vacant. This scheme proposes a glass atrium running transversally across 

Broad Street and connecting the Metro station above ground to the barrel-vaulted opening 

on the west façade of the Divine Lorraine. This space would be used for assembly, 

storage and showrooms of Re-Store, the retail outlet of building products sponsored by 

Habitat for Humanity. Their mission is to promote reuse and recycling of building 

materials and to provide “an environmentally and socially responsible way to keep good, 

reusable materials out of the waste stream while providing funding for Habitat’s 

community improvement work.” Much of their merchandise comes from donations or 

from building suppliers overstock. Items ranging from furniture and home accessories to 

appliances are sold at a fraction of retail price. The mission of Re-store is not only 

consonant with the principle of adaptive reuse, it addresses two of the most pressing 

needs of the north Broad corridor – internal pedestrian traffic through retail outlets and 

affordable housing for working class families. 

 In this scenario employees of the Re-store outlet would be given subsidized rates 

for rental or ownership of apartment units in the Divine Lorraine. Two other buildings 

would be erected to the east – one for restoring and assembling, the other for storage. The 

entire glass-enclosed structure would function as a showroom. Its barrel-vaulted form 
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elicits comparison to the Crystal Palace of the Great Exposition in London in 1851. More 

importantly, it celebrates the monumental void of the façade by extending this form out 

the back façade to create an “axis of production” beginning on the east end at North 12th 

Street. Here clients would enter from the multi-story parking garage and make their way 

longitudinally, with the east façade of the Divine Lorraine as a focal point along the 

progression through the atrium.  

 This scheme integrates the newly developed concourse of the north Broad Metro 

station with retail below ground and passage above ground at the level of the third storey. 

One of the most up-to-date amenities of the Lorraine Hotel when it opened in 1894 was 

the swimming pool and billiards room on the basement level. This proposal would create 

a fitness center on the lower level with light wells and windows communicating directly 

to the public throughfare of the Metro concourse. The intention would be to give 

residents of the neighborhood access to the facilities as a community resource. 
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Scheme 2. Axonometric view of atrium across Broad Street with link to Fairmount Station 

of SEPTA. 
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Scheme 2. Residence – Resource Outlet, site plan with atrium gallery and showrooms. 
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Scheme 2. Section E – W looking north through atrium gallery. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Scheme 2. South elevation with alternate sketch for workrooms and showrooms. 
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Final Design — Physical Parameters and Topography of the Site 

 

 The lot for development comprises the site of the Divine Lorraine and its Annex, 

plus the land running to the south of Fairmount Avenue as far east as North 13th Street. 

On the opposite side of this street buffers the Yorktown Community Development Project 

of one-story duplex townhouses. From Broad Street to North 13th Street marks a declivity 

of approximately 8’ 6”, whereas the decline along Broad Street running south is 

approximately 3’ 4” from Fairmount to Melon Street, at which point the grade is almost 

even. Ridge Avenue is the least vital of the triad: once a hub for light industry (carriage-

makers, pipe-fitters, furniture), it is now mostly derelict and ridden with drug peddling. 

Two major design considerations were prompted by the urban geography: 

1) how to negotiate the sloping topography with pedestrian access to shopping 

and other amenities at ground level, while burying parking below grade 

2) whether to preserve Potts Street (an access road decommissioned from the city 

map) and Melon Court, which currently serves for arterial traffic from Ridge 

Avenue but has no development on its frontage. A third road, Park Avenue, 

only fourteen feet wide, has the possibility to be extended northward, 

connecting Melon Court to Fairmount Avenue.  

As so much of the land in this area has been re-utilized for ground parking or simply left 

abandoned, the question of preserving arterial roads is of utmost importance. Following 

the guidelines of Oscar Newman in his primer, Creating Defensible Space (1996), I 

endeavored where possible to enhance sidewalks and preserve streets as a way to 
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Zoning Map of lower zone, North Broad Street development corridor (2004). 

—Lowering of FAR has resulted in “buildings with public space that is unattractive and 

 contributes little to the pedestrian experience of Center City” 

—Accessible public transit makes for attractive sidewalks and a “walkable downtown” 

—Demolition in the name of urban renewal has left in its wake a proliferation of 

 surface parking lots with “a negative  impact on retail continuity” and has 

“impaired the  architectural and historical context of many areas”    

—Preserve historic buildings particularly in residential neighborhoods by making them  

 economically viable. This ensures a balance of mixed-use development as well as 

 maintaining scale of older neighborhoods. 

—Parking garages in targeted areas prime for re-development, including North Broad 

 Street,  Fairmount Avenue and North 13th Street.
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Floor Configurations for Adaptive Reuse of the Divine Lorraine 

The series of alterations outlined below clarify the separation of public and 

private areas of circulation. Two sets of elevators serve various clientele: the north wing 

opens onto Ground Level (Fitness Center), First Floor (Dining Room), Second Floor 

(Event Room and Dining Room), Ninth Floor (Offices) and Tenth Floor (Auditorium and 

Night Club). The south wing elevators open at floors G through 9 for apartment residents. 

    Early schemes for circulation – 20 ft. dead-end corridors cut into public spaces 

on the first and second floors. A further complication is the position of elevator landings 

on the second floor in relation to the grand staircase. Reorienting the elevator sequence 

offers one possible solution: on the first floor, elevators open into public circulation; on 

the second through eighth floors, they open to the west into an area of refuge.

 

Preliminary scheme 1 for circulation of second floor with U-shaped corridor. 
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Preliminary scheme 2 for circulation of second floor with U-shaped corridor. 

 
 
 Low-income housing does not equate necessarily with smaller units. Rather than 

cramming as many studio units as possible into each floor, as proposed by the firm of 

Cope-Linder Architects of Philadelphia (2006), I decided to maintain the dignity and 

spaciousness of Hale’s original concept – offering a variety of units customized to 

various lifestyles. Each of the residential floors has one- and two-bedroom apartments 

with daylight from the west, east and south. These are the principal facades of the 

building and the most desirable views: north looks onto the Salvation Army Regional 

Headquarters and a vast parking lot behind. The total number of units, at 58, is within one 

or two of the Lorraine Apartments in its inception. The concept is to create two 

interlocking rings which meshes the lifestyles and lifecycles of longer-term families and 

shorter-term single professionals. 
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Preservation, Phase 1 

Historic fabric of Lobby and Dining Room 

 Identify areas of stucco, wood and stone ornament to be restored to condition in 

1894 (red). This work is largely restoration of surface condition, except for alcove 

moldings, which will be replaced by open duct-work for heating/cooling of atrium space. 

Art Deco bar and lounge, as remodeled in 1930s (green), is completely gutted and not 

recommended for reconstruction from archival photographs. This includes the metal 

awnings on the Broad Street façade, which have recently been dismantled by the city. 
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Walls defining the space of the lobby and controlled entrance into Dining Room and Bar  

(yellow) need to be opened for circulation, but classical trabeation, pilasters and 

archivolts preserved. Some re-composing of the entablatures and pilaster responds will be 

necessary due to the doubling of vertical circulation, shifting the walls of elevator cores. 
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Final plan for Level 1 of Divine Lorraine with street-level elevator to Fairmount Metro 
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Converting Floor 2 from Residential to Public Zone 

The underlying design intention is to create a mediation between the first-floor  

functions of formal Dining Room and more casual Coffee House – patronized by outside 

clientele – with the more private rooms on the second floor, serving in part the residents of 

the apartments. Below are two early attempts at circulation to direct movement into the 

central atrium. Egresses for the upper stories break the spaces of Event Room and Lounge. 

The main programmatic requirement was to double the elevators on either the north or 

south wing and to provide a waiting area secluded from the corridor. 

 

 

 
 
Scheme 1 for circulation on second floor with program of public spaces 
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Scheme 2 for circulation on second floor with configuration of Event Room & Dining Room 
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Plan of existing second floor, programmed largely for residential units. 
 

Alterations to the second floor merge public and private circulation areas. Specific 

interventions include: 

—eliminate redundant staircases (later renovations in conversion to hotel). The  

  monumental stair from first floor opens onto balcony area for   

  congregation of guests to Dining Room, Offices and Event Room 

 —freight elevator (later addition) is to be gutted and exterior arches (immured)  

  should be re-opened for light).  
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—meeting rooms are now cut out of the floor plate to fill the lobby with light and  

  ventilation. Brick arched wall on east side of atrium is cut away on second 

  floor only to allow unencumbered view toward west entrance. 

—Dual elevators separate public and private: south  elevators serve residents,  

 north express elevators serve 1st, 2nd, 9th and 10th floors 

—Monumental staircase opens onto balcony over lobby and creates dramatic  

  double-height spaces in Coffee House and Dining Room. 

 
 
 
Adaptive reuse plan of second floor. Lounge, bar and kitchen located over ground-floor 

restaurant, while the north wing houses an event room for larger functions. 
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—Offices and restrooms concentrated on east corridor, open up plan and gives visual 

 impact to column grid in grand spaces of Event Room and Lounge. 

—Lounge and bar is entirely open with trabeation carried by free-standing columns 

 (dressed in classical vocabulary). Kitchen designed for continuous movement 

 along south perimeter. 

 
Improved circulation system on second floor, using ring circulation to avoid dead-end 

corridors for fire egress. 
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The proposed circulation system for typical residential floor will feature:  

—dual elevators separate public and private: south elevators serve residents,  

 north express elevators serve 1st, 2nd, 9th and 10th floors 

—dedicated egress staircase on northeast corner has no access to residential floors on 

 levels 3 through 8. Reserved for Concert and Night Club patrons. 

—offices and restrooms concentrated on east corridor, opens up plan and gives visual 

 impact to column grid in grand spaces of Event Room and Lounge. 
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Diagrams showing the separation of living zones between apartments and studios 
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The existing wall partitions on typical residential foor presents a number of design 

challenges:  

 —redundant staircases awkwardly tied around elevator core (later renovations) 

 —grand ceremonial staircase opens directly onto apartment corridor on second  

  floor, no transition from public to private zones     

—freight elevator (added later) unconnected to passenger elevator cores  

 —excessive length of corridors requires frequent doors for fire separation  
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Plan of tenth floor, condition as of 1999 with renovations carried out by Reverend Baker 

to Auditorium and Dining Hall. 
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Plan of tenth floor, as proposed with Auditorium re-oriented 180 degrees, common 

Reception area and Night Club replacing Dining Hall.   
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Sectional Analysis – Building Technology 

 

 Willis Hale’s eclecticism stretched the boundaries of acceptable Victorian taste 

and within a decade had turned architectural critics against his flamboyant decorative 

style. This same nature also led him to experiment early on in hybridizing the steel 

skeletal construction of office buildings – then in its infancy – for luxury high-rise 

apartments. Even before the Lorraine, Hale had introduced steel frame technology for the 

apartment house at 22nd Street and Chestnut Street in 1889 (later demolished). What set 

the Lorraine apart was its unique plan, conforming to the skewed intersection of Broad 

and Fairmount. Apart from the innovations in fire-proofing, which included hollow 

terracotta tiles embedded between concrete slabs at each floor, Hale addressed the 

principal deficiency of tall office buildings to that point, namely, circulation of light and 

ventilation. Three years earlier, Sullivan had introduced the “L-shape” plan for his 

Wainwright Building in St. Louis, but the “U-shaped” configuration was a significant 

innovation and was soon imitated by other architects in New York City, and most 

successfully in Grosvenor Aterbury’s Fulton Building, erected in 1904 in Pittsburgh.1 

 None of Hale’s drawings for the Lorraine survive, so the question of how he 

embedded steel spandrels into the exterior walls is unclear. In various places, the spandrels 

appear to sit directly on 26” masonry walls, in other places girders intersect above arches, 

suggesting purlins were used to transfer loads to the haunches of arches. Two 36” girders 
                                                        
1  George E. Thomas, National Register of Historic Places, Registration Form 

(2002), and Report to the Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission, Sect. 8, p. 7. 

The critical reaction to Hale’s work, mostly negative, is studied by James Foss, “Willis 

Gaylord Hale and Philadelphia’s Rebellion of the Picturesque,” Masters Thesis, Penn 

State University (1964). 
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with gusset plates intercalated each two feet between flanges run through the elevator core 

and grand staircase. The lowered ceilings of the Kitchen and Laundry Services on the first 

floor accommodated the height of these steel members; at some point columns were added 

or reinforced by opening a cavity in the south exterior wall at the joining of girder. 

 

  Girder on southeast corner of Level 1 
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-
Longitudinal section (E-W) through lobby 
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Girders running N-S through lobby are indicated in red. The largest at 36” is at far left 

bearing on elevator shaft wall. The others are interwoven with coffering over lobby. 

Yellow area indicates changes to wall configuration around elevators. 

  
As in Jenney’s Home Insurance Building, I presume the smaller girders sit on exterior 

columns which are embedded in the exterior masonry wall to prevent buckling.   
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Current condition of south staircase. I propose opening the ceiling for double-height 

space and fitting bathrooms under the carriage of staircase. 36” girder carries load 

of hanging stone staircase. 

 

 

Roof – Auditorium, Night Club and Terrace 

 Reverend Baker’s alterations to the tenth-floor including immuring windows and 

inserting religious insignia for its reuse as a place of worship. One of the most distinctive 

characteristics of the Divine Lorraine is its signage, seen from a half mile along Broad 

Street. Both the Auditorium and Banquet Hall have no columns but are covered by 

diaphragm arches supporting a gable roof. This proposal would remove the roof and 

insert fritted glass between anodized alumninum flanges along the diaphragm arches to 
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allow the space to be flooded with light during the morning and afternoon – an homage to 

the spiritual aura Reverend Baker brought to the community of his Peace Mission 

Church. It also would allow for the scaffolding which supports the backing of the signage 

to become an expressive part of the view through the clerestory. At night, light emanating 

from the pendant fixtures illumine the sky and create a dramatic effect, culminating the 

vertical shaft of the intermediary corridor and emerging out of a dark mass. 
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Condition of the Auditorium as of 2009. The original floor was covered in marble slabs. 

Most of the casements are intact. In my proposed scheme, 10” flanges run the length of 

the space, disguising sprinkler systems and screening sunlight up to late afternoon. The 

stage is re-oriented from east to west to ease circulation and egress. 
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Adaptive reuse of the Auditorium Space as concert hall with performance stage on west 

to provide adequate egress and circulation on east. Fritted glass controls emission of 

daylight. 
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Section of Lorraine Hotel showing vertical circulation. 
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Section cut through Auditorium and Night Club. Skylights give view to back of façade. 
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Proposed skeletal frame with fritted glass and anodized aluminum flanges supported by 

diaphragm arches. Up-lighting on glass strips in floor energizes space for dancing. 

 
Bar and Night Club at Hudson’s Hotel near Columbus Circle in New York City 

Cheap Chic inspired by Philippe Starck designs with Louis XV furniture 
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West façade, principal entry into Dining Room and Coffee House 

Midsummer at dusk with artificial light emanating from interior glass corridor 
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Revetting the new Lorraine Towers – Bearing Wall or Curtain Wall? 

 

 The principal aim of this investigation is to re-interpret in a modern idiom the 

language of the Lorraine’s exterior with its blending of textures and material surfaces: 

Pompeian brick set in variegated patterns with accents of marble and limestone around 

cornices and oriel windows. My initial approach was to treat the problem as designing a 

prototypical bay which could then be repeated within the 19-foot intercolumniations 

determined by parking stalls on the Basement level. The resultant design had the iterative 

effect of a motel or parking lot and did not express the character of massiveness so 

inherent to the Lorraine and other high-rise buildings of its vintage in Philadelphia. 

    By shifting the wall elements onto the grid line, I then began to develop a more 

unified composition for the North and South facades irrespective and largely masking the 

columnar grid in elevation. This also allowed the verticality of the façade to become 

more dominant. Balconies were pushed back into the wall mass – as opposed to the 

extensions of floor plates used by Hale. The two-story building buffering the Lorraine 

and the new Towers preserves some of the earlier language by splitting the grand 

segmented arch casements along the structural columns revetted in brick.  
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Elevation studies for addition using steel for impost and transom lighting (right) or blind   

tympanum with glass doors separated by jamb (left) 
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Elevation study using segmental arch and brick voussoirs for ground-floor arcade 

at base of new apartment towers 

 

 

 

 
 

Elevation designs for botteghe on north front of Neighborhood Grocery along Esplanade 
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Stone steps patterned on sockle of Divine Lorraine, here deep enough to provide seating 

along Esplanade for pedestrians 
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Preliminary sketch for north elevation along Fairmount Avenue 
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South elevation of Lorraine Hotel, Annex and New Lorraine Towers 
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South elevation of Lorraine Hotel, Annex and New Lorraine Towers showing massing 
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Section through Lorraine Hotel showing incline of Esplanade and New Lorraine Towers 
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Cut-away of Broad Street shows two-storey underground Concourse at Fairmount 

Station with access by stairs and escalator to Grocery Store and Fitness Center on 

basement level of Lorraine Hotel 
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Perspective of lobby area from landing of staircase on second floor, looking west 
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Second floor landing from monumental staircase with east wall of atrium cut through 
for view to façade and skylight over lobby 
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Perspective from second floor balcony, east wall of interior light well is cut away to 
reveal light-transmitting coffered ceiling… more afternoon light into public areas 
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View of lobby on entering from Broad Street. Glass atrium roof has been removed.       

Coffering allows light to emit from above through translucent panels. Four grooved 

chrome ducts run in interstices above frieze for heating/cooling of lobby and enclosed 

atrium above.  
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Early perspective study showing the principle of bridging – Willis Hale used two 

monumental arches to connect the two wings around an atrium court, a concept 

borrowed from early skyscrapers of a decade earlier. The balconies are extensions of 

the concrete floor slab with a slot cut out to climb down metal rungs in case of fire. 
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Perspective and Section of Broad Street showing reinforcement above Metro 

Concourse with height clearances. 
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Atrium and New Lorraine Apartment Tower, view south over Esplanade 
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View of New Lorraine Towers from south on deck of parking garage. 
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Views of esplanade running from Ridge Street to Park Avenue on former Potts Street 

Ground-level arches function as clerestory lighting into the grocery 
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Staircase entering onto atrium court between Lorraine Hotel and new Towers 
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Ramp accommodate ADA entrance to New Lorraine Towers. A separate flight of stairs 

leads to common level of atrium to facilitate entrance of residents into historic Lorraine 

Apartments through flanking vestibules on the east façade. Planters differentiate 

circulation paths and disguise changes in level. 
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View of north facades along Fairmount Avenue. 
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Street perspective showing Broad Street entrance to Fairmount Station  
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Option 1 for Site Plan 
 
All roads are preserved according to the current city map. Melon Street runs 

continuously through to Ridge, but the Neighborhood Grocery is split to the north and 

south, which is not feasible. 
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Option 2 for Site Plan – maximization of street and underground parking 

 

This scheme begins with the problem of parking. According to C-4 development, 

the Building Code requires one parking space per living unit and one per 1000 net square 

feet of retail space. This translates to 60 spaces for residents of the Divine Lorraine 

(notwithstanding exceptions as an historic structure) and 180 for the Neighborhood 

Grocery. Three solutions result in markedly different design outcomes: 

1) Bury parking under the floorplate of the Grocery at the level of the Metro 

2) Remove all parking to a 3- or 4-story garage to the east along Park Avenue. 
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3) A hybrid of parking units combined with peripheral retail at ground level   

   and basement level 

 

 
 

Option 2 for Site Plan 

 

This scheme proposes a largely self-enclosed neighborhood shopping district. 

Access to the Grocery and Parking Garage is limited to Fairmount Avenue and North 13th 

Street via Melon Court or Park Avenue. A triangular one-way drive at the center brings 

together pedestrians and residents of the three towers. Ground level has shallow retail lots 

to allow for adjacent parking, but these units are not deep enough to be economically 

feasible. 
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The plan explores a second level of parking at the Metro Level beneath the Grocery 

Store, with a vestibule between Metro Concourse and Garage. 

 
 

Aerial view of Option 3 

Polygonal floorplate to Grocery with Roof-Deck Parking or Garden Terraces 

 

Shaded green area shows expanded concourse at Metro level around Fairmount 

Station. Garage facilities, with ground-floor retail, would need to be three or four stories 

to accommodate parking according to code regulations. These are clustered along North 

13th street, buffering on townhouses of Yorktown Community Project to east. 
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Option 3 

Parking garage is built on level 2 over the Neighborhood Grocery with Melon Court 

ending in entrance to parking garage and ramp to upper level. Additional garage to east. 
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Aerial axonometric view showing relationship of parking to residential complex 
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.  
 
Final plan, Basement Level 
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Final Plan, Level 1 
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Final Plan, Level 2 
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Conclusion and Reflections on the Public Presentation 

 

 In this thesis I set out to revitalize and re-contextualize an historic building while 

trying to keep within a kindred stylistic language. In the process I came to realize the 

danger of being too derivative — with the result that the historic landmark only enlarges 

beyond its original scope but gains nothing to reaffirm its identity. The Lorraine stands as 

a solitary relic, seemingly immutable and devoid of physical context like a word without 

a phrase. As buildings fill the void, inevitably the Lorraine too will take on new 

meanings. This translation is essential to the process of redefining place; and it would not 

be the first time in the longue durée of the Lorraine. It would be too convenient, and too 

commonplace in contemporary practice, to highlight the Lorraine by simply setting it 

against the foil of sharply angled curtain walls and reflective glass. I don’t think this 

engages the past, but merely puts it in relief. My instinct was to take on the arch itself – a 

form that embraces the American street, and particularly the urban fabric since the time 

of Richardson. Mumford in Sticks and Stones equated its vitality with the robust spirit of 

capitalism in late 19th century America. As I see it, the arch frames the question of 

proportions in unfamiliar ways; it is a form that seldom lends itself to steel and glass, 

rather it speaks of wall mass – salience, embrasure, and texture. 

 I chose the Lorraine not primarily for its haunting presence, or even the tragic 

urgency of its condition. More remarkable for me was its siting at the intersection of 

Fairmount Avenue, Broad Street and Ridge Avenue. I realized at once that the “sense of 

place” – to quote Dolores Hayden – had once commanded an important position in 

Philadelphia’s past. The challenge was to understand that convergence and bring back 
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some of its synergy. As much as the surviving buildings themselves, it was the gaping 

interstices between them that spoke most powerfully. These tell the story compellingly of 

the passage of time: from a glorious gilded age at the turn of the nineteenth century to its 

predicament today. 

 Of the critical response, I felt the comments of David Haresign were the most 

poignant. The thesis had the ambition of weaving an urban fabric with the Lorraine at its 

center. The Municipal Code of Philadelphia has clearly targeted this area for 

development and provided stimulus for C-4 mixed use zoning with the realization that 

historic residential architecture is not economically feasible without peripheral 

commercial development. Haresign criticized that along Fairmount Avenue and the 

Esplanade (formerly Potts Street) I had closed off pedestrians from convenient access to 

shops. He also noted that the neighborhood grocery seemed too large and out of scale 

with the surrounding lots along Ridge Avenue and Melon Court. In short, I had 

undermined the primary objective of invigorating the streetscape. In retrospect, I realize 

that my perspective was off – both literally and figuratively. In taking views from above 

looking down to accent the morphology of the structures, I had lost focus on the 

experience of the pedestrian at street level. It was a matter of readjusting my sights.   

Hale had solved the problem of sloping terrain both along the west façade and 

along Fairmount by using a limestone sockle tapering to the grade of the streets. I used 

this same motive to create a visual continuity between the old and new buildings, but 

Haresign’s observation that this could be achieved more effectively by stepping down 

levels from west to east was well taken. The perspectives that follow use terracing to 

facilitate lateral movement at various levels: planting beds and shallow steps enliven the 
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ground level and enhance the spatial continuity between private and public space. I first 

dropped the level of the atrium court 2’–4” to accommodate the ADA ramp more 

comfortably from Fairmount Avenue. The basement level was also slightly lowered for 

9’ clearance of garage. Retail space is situated on Level 1 of the Towers a few shallow 

steps above grade. The elevation changes its language at the point of the egress stairs and 

elevators. At this juncture, the floor level drops again to ground level at Park Avenue. In 

effect, the Esplanade becomes a platform and pedestrians step down into the retail 

complex beneath the second-floor apartment units.  

 Still, there is the problem of differentiation. My vision was to link the old and 

new apartment towers not by physical structure but rather through the play of light. A 

remark was made by one critic that the two buildings were basically the same. I don’t 

agree, but I do think that there needs to be a more expressive dialogue between old and 

new. A distinctive addition to the Lorraine Apartments is the glass circulation corridor 

rising up the west façade and culminating in the barrel-vaulted glass cages on the tenth 

floor. I have not been able to render artificial lights at night, but I would like to explore a 

glass atrium at the east end of the new structure which rises from the ground up to the 

roof and beckons back to the Lorraine. For months, I had struggled to understand how the 

spirit of the place might materialize itself in architectural form. Given the spiritual aura of 

the Lorraine under the aegis of Father Divine, light seems the most appropriate way to 

achieve this vision.   
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Esplanade showing low steps onto atrium court with retail on first level of new 

Lorraine Towers. Raised plantings at three feet high accommodate garage (9 foot height) 

of basement level. 
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Longitudinal section E-W showing main program areas 
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Aerial axonometric view showing adaptive reuse of roof terraces for circulation around 

Night Club and Concert Hall. 
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Axonometric view from south showing shadow studies from New Lorraine Towers to 

Lorraine Hotel. 
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View along Fairmount Avenue showing ADA ramp accessibility to Atrium 
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View from Park Avenue with shopping area on first floor terrace (right) and grocery 

on south side of Esplanade 
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Section N-S cut through staircase of Lorraine Towers, showing terracing off Esplanade 

with shopping on level 1. On mezzanine floor of grocery, shoppers sitting at tables look 

across Esplanade. 
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